
DIELECTRIC RESONATOR OSCILLATORS 
THEORY AND STATE--OF-THE-ART" 

INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of higll-Q temperature-sta'trlc dielrctrlc ma~eria!, r ~ l t :  transistor dielectric resonator 
oscillator (DRO) is fast becoming L ~ P  r r ~ o s ~  desirable choir-c i n  ,I iast  rlurrlber of fixed-frcqouncy 
microwave signal source applicat~ans -IL DILC', ciearly 511s t h r  gali iletween a free-rurrning oscillator 
and a synthesized source, and represrrlls it good compromise -.",cosi, ,,LC and performance cornpared to 
alternative signal sources such as high-Q cavil,!, ost:~Ilar;ors, raicrostrlp nscill;zt,ors or multiplied crystal 
oscillators. Dielectric resonators due to their t~utcllent integrabilit? in XITC circuits, can directly be 
used as the frequency-determining element for realimng a stable rnrcrowave frrqurncy source The 
primary characteristics of the ceramic rnatcrlal to be used for dielecr r l r  rrsonators are: 

The quality factor, Q ,  which is approximately cqnal to the inverse of thc loss tangent 

The temperature coefic~ent of the resonant frequencg 7 ;r whid! rilc*111clos thc  combined effects of 
the temperature coefficient nf the dlclccf rir- consrant an.' the :iiermni cxpar~sion nl" t h e  dielectrrc 
resonator and the shielding package 

r The dielectric constan1 : :., 

. ,. - 
The Q ,  r f ,  and 6 ,  values required :hr yarlous a;-!piiCatlon:s tl:!l!:r aric; :!rr general, satisfactory oscillat,or 
operation under most condi1;ions can be achieved hy choosi:ig arl ,+ppropriate material composition. 

8 7 

lJntii several years ago, the lack of suitibie mater~ais j l . t : . ,  rrl:1t1.:rl:zis piojsessing acc,eptabie combinat,ions 
of Q ,  r f ?  and 6,-) severely iirnitecl dielectrx resonator appii7;ir i:?:ls. 'vlatf.:risls such as rutiie-phase Ti02! 
which has an unloaded Q of aho, i r  !C!!!i;i:; a: 1- LTlz and c, ;:i l(;li' ~ic:r.c: rrlost fiften used. Ilowever, 

. . . . 
IV iOz has a r f  value of 400 pprn 'C wn:c!l 1 r i a K t . s  :E irn;xacr:f:a, '-r-,ost, applic::itioris. 

The development of tcmperatnre- :;-talr:ie ~iieicci TIC rt:Y(:jii:il.!l?; :I ;it<:% i:::zk ~i l :~<~i . l t  a drcndc .  :I n 11 rr~t)c:r of 
.. . 

material cornposi Lions have beeli zxpio.rr:ij In a i  ic:.np~s to dkl-<iol; ,x;, ~i t;ie i: lcir:cr.r~i: r r~a t  ~lrinls, includ- 
I 

ing ceramic rnixtures containing T.i02.  various Titariates arrd %ircc-~nat,cs, glass, cerarllic systems and 
alumina-based ceramics. At present, sr:vcr.ai ccran~ic cornpositions Lxve hccn tlc:v(:iopcti offering ex- 
cellent dielectric properties. Cornpiex perallskit r i  corrlpolinds with tile gei1era.l forrr~llla ~ l ( R ~ , 3 R ~ i 3 ) 0 3  

... 
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(where A = Ba, S r ;  B' = Zn, Mg,  Co, Ni; B" = T a ,  Nb) have proved to possess acceptable 
propcrtics for dielectric resonators. These compounds have dielectric constarrts between 20 and 40, a 
high quality factor, some greater than 10000 at 10 GHz, and a temperature coefficient which is vari- 
able through modification of the composition. Table 1 compares the important properties of different 
materials developed commercially 1'1. 

It is impossible to say that any of the dielectric compositions shown in Table 1 is "bettcr" than any 
other, since other factors, such as the ease of ceramic processing and the ability of a manufacturer 
to hold tolerances on the dielectric properties must also be considered. Performance limitations, if 
any, of the lower dielectric constant materials remain to be determined, since rriost component work 
reported thus far has used dielectric resonators with c, in the range of 37-100. Thc lower dielectric 
constant material is likely to be more sensitive to shielding, due to thc increase in fields outside the 
resonator. 

RESONANT FREQUENCY 

A dielectric resonator, made of low-loss, high-permittivity ceramic material, resonates in various 
modes at  frequencies determined both by its dimensions and its surroundings[1]. Alt,hough the geo- 
metrical form of a dielectric resonator is extremely simple, ari cxact solution of the Maxwell equations 
is considerably more difficult than for the hollow metallic cavity. For this reason, the cxact reso- 
nant frequency of a particular resonant mode, such as the most corrlrrlonly wed TEuls ,  can only be 
computed by rigorous numerical procedures. 

A number of mathematical techniques which can predict resoriarit frcqr~cncy to an accuracy of &I% 
for specific configurations appear in the literature. Unfortunately, these methods call for the use of 
high-powered computers. ~ a j f e z [ ~ ]  has presented an approxirxlate solution of the equations for both 
the case of an isolated dielectric resonator and for a resonator coupled into a MTC microstrip circuit. 
This method is typically accurate to k2%. Practical dielcctric resonators available today cover the 
frcqucncy range of 2 to 100 GHz. Howcvcr, with the recent development of conveniently-sized coaxial 
tubular dielectric resonators, the usable frequency range has been extended to 500 MHz. The  lower 
frequency limit is imposed by the large resulting dimensions of t hc  rcsnnator, while the upper frequency 
is limited by the reduced Q of small resonators, as well as by resorlatnr dirnerlsiorls that become too 
small to effectively couple to a transmission line. 

To a first approximation, a dielectric resonator is the dual of a metallic cavity. The radiation 1os:ses of 
the dielectric resonators with comrnonly-available permittivities, however, are generally much greater 
than the energy losses in the metallic cavities, which makes proper shielding of the diclc~t~rjc rcsonator 
a necessity. Dimensions of a dielectric resonator are also considerably smaller than those of an empty 
metallic cavity resonant a t  the same frequency - by a factor of approximately 6. If c, is high, 
the electric and magnetic fields are confined in the region ncar thc rcsonator, which results in small 
radiation losses. The unloaded quality factor is thus limited by the losses in the dielectric resonator. 
The shape of a dielectric resonator is usually a solid cylinder, but tubular, spherical and  parallelepiped 
shapes are also used. 

In the TEols mode, the most commonly used mode, magnetic field lines are contained in the meridian 
plane while the electric field lines are concentric circles around z-axis as shown in Fig. I .  For a distant 
observer, this mode appears as a magnetic dipole, and for this reason it is sorrietirrics rcfcrred-to as 
the "magnetic dipole mode." When the relative dielectric constant is around 40, rrlorc than 95% of 



the stored electric energy, and more than 60% of thc stored magnetic energy is locater1 within thr* 
cylinder. The remaining energy is distributed in the air around the reson ator, decaying rapidly with 
distance away from the resonator surface. 

COUPLING TO THE RESONATOR IS CRITICAI. 

To effectively use dielectric resonators in rrlicrowave circuits, it is nc>cessary to  accurately untlclrstand 
the coupling between the resonator and transmission lines. 'I'hc Tfirl16 ~ n o d c  of the cylinclrical res- 
onator can be easily coupled to a microstrip line, fin line, magnctic loop, or to a rrletallir or dielectr~c 
waveguide[']. Figure 2 shows the magnetic coupling between a diclcc.tric resonator and microst,rip 
line. The resonator is placed on top of the microstrip substrat,(.. with the lateral distance between 
the resonator and the microstrip conductor primarily determining the amount of coupling between 
the resonator and transmission line[3]. The degree of coupling has a direct efrcct upon output, power, 
frequency stability, and harmonic content, as well as resonant frrqtlency of a dielectric resonator oscil- 
lator. Proper metallic shielding, required to  minirriize the radiat,ion losses (hrncc to  increas~ Q), also 
affects the resonant frequency of the TEols mode. Figurc 3 & 4 show thc rquivalent circuit  of the 
dielectric resonator coupled to a microstrip line. 

ACTIVE DEVICES FOR DRO'S 

Transistors are most commonly used to  build today's DROs u p  to 40 Gl Iz .  Transistor DROs can 
be realized using either silicon bipolar or GaAs F E T  devices. The rrlaximum oscillation frequency 
for silicon bipolar transistor oscillators is lower than that  of the GaAs FET oscillators. Reasonable 
power outputs have been obtained up to  40 GHz and 20 GIIz  using GaAs F E T  and  silicon bipolar 
devices respectively. Figure 5 shows the present power and frr,cluency covrragc capabiljtirs of t,he 
dielectric resonator oscillators. The silicon bipolar transistor, however, nff'c:rs lower phast- noise close 
to  the carrier and faster frequency settling characteristics corripared to a G aAs FET nscillator. Other 
devices usable in DROs are Gunn and Impatt diodes. Gunn oscillaLors offer lnwcr AM and 1pM noise 
characteristics a t  the cost of poor DC to RF efficiency (<l%) anti rrliltbility prnhlc~rls over the wide 
range of temperature operation. Impatts have poor noise perforrnancc, but 0frc.r rrlcdiurn powers 
a t  reasonable efficiencies (>30%). Transistors, on the other hand, offer medium r~oise with mcdium 
efficiencies (>20%). Both Gunn and Impatt diode sources are comrnor~ly used at  millimct,cr frequencies 
(30-100 GHz). 

DRO CIRCUITS 

There are two means of incorporating a dielectric resonator in n LTTC oscillntnr: as a stabr- 
lization element (stabilized DRO) or as a circuit element in a. freqllrnry-detcrrrlirlirlg network (stable 
DRO). 

A stabilized DRO is an oscillator which uses a dielectric rcsonator in thc output plane of thc circuit 
to stabilize an otherwise free-running oscillator (Fig. 6). This approach has scvcral disadvaxrtagcs, 
including a tendency toward mode jumping, frequency hysteresis problems, lligher inscrtion loss due 
to the resonator being coupled to the output circuitry and increasccl output power variation. 



The stable DRO configuration, which uses thc dielectric resonator as a feedback/frcquency determining 
element, is the most commonly used. It provides greater efficiency, simpler construction and rnore 
resistance to  mode jumping and hysteresis effects than the statlilized DRO. 

To realize a stable DRO, the resonator may be used as either a series or parallcl feedback element in 
the frequency determining circuit. Figure 7 shows two common configurations of each type. 

Series feedback configurations are based on the ability of the active device to produce a negative 
resistance (reflection coefficient greater than 1) a t  at least one of the three terminals, in the frequency 
range of The small signal oscillation conditions in this case arc reduced to: 

I s ~ I I  l r l l  > I and 

where Sil and rl are the reflection coefficients of the transistor and the rt:sonator a t  any plane between 
the device and the resonator (Fig. 7a). Since rl is always less than 1 ,  this condition implies that  
ISill looking into the device should be greater than 1. A distributed capacitance in thc source for the 
configuration of Fig, 7a and inductance in the gate for the configurat,ion slinwn in Fig. 7h is commonly 
required to  generate a high value of lSlll (> I). Position of thc dielectric resoriator with respect to  
the device is now determined to satisfy the oscillation condition complct,rly. 

The parallel feedback configuration is based on the use of the forward gain of a device (transmisision 
coefficient greater than 1). In such a design, a dielectric resonator is uscd as a bandpass filter, and 
connected across the two terminals of an active device possessing transrnission gain greater than thc 
insertion loss of the dielectric resonator. To oscillate, the electrical linc lcngth between the device 
input and output must provide a phase shift around the feedback loop ct111;il to an integer multiple of 
27~  radians a t  the oscillation frequency. 

An advantage of the series feedback design is the relative case of coupling to a single line, compared to 
the parallel circuit's requirement for coupling to  two lines. In addition, tt~c: two coupling cocfficicnts in 
the parallel case are not independent, increasing thc difficulty of alignrnr:rit,. With the parallcl fccdback 
circuit, however, thc use of a high-gain amplifier can allow significant decor~~~l ing of the resonator from 
the microstrip lines, resulting in a higher loaded Q fact,or with associated rcdilction in phase noise. 

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE 

The transistor DROs are available spanning the frequency range of 3 GHz to 40 GIlz with power 
outputs ranging t o  greater than +23 dI3m a t  X-hand (Fig. 5 ) .  As noted earlier, the oscillator can use 
either a silicon bipolar or GaAs FET device, each device having associated tradcoffs in performance, 
and the oscillator can be followed by one or more buffer amplifier stages as rcqnirt>ci to meet power 
output specifications. The center frequency is usually specificd in MHz with an associated frequency 
accuracy (temperature, pulling and pushing dependant) specificat,iori. The DRO frequcricy can be 
fixed, mechanically or electrically tunable over a narrow band. Irnport,;int aspects of the salient 
characteristics of a DRO are discussed next. 



TEMPERATURE STABILITY 

The principal cause of DRO frequency drift with temperature is lfre phase deviation between the 
resonant circuit and the active circuit including device, fccdback and output circuitry. Using the 
oscillation condition in the reflection coefficient forrn,l4] it can be easily proved that  the ternpcrature 
coefficient of DRO frequency is a function of the following parameters: 

v The temperature coefficient, r f ,  of the dielectric resonator placed in  a shielded MIC configuration. 

The unloaded Q of the dielectric resonator. 

The coupling coefficient of the dielectric resonator with the rnicrostrip line. 

The temperature coefficient, T,,, of t he  device ( transis~or)  input  reflection coefficient phase that  
is known to  decrease linearly with temperature. 

In order to achieve a temperature-compensated DRO, a resollator with a temperature coefficient of +l 
to +4 ppm/"C is generally required to ofrsct the negative temperature coefficient of the device phase 
temperature coefficient. Figure 8 shows some of the typical frequency drift curves over ternperattire 
for free-running DROs. 

With present technology it is now possible to  repcatably protiucc frrlc-rurir~irig DROs with frequency 
drift of less than i l O O  ppm over the -55 to +8S°C military temperature range, a t  frequencies up to  
18 GHz. However, as shown in Fig. 8, results reported in the H. & D cnvironmcnt arc significantly 
better (f 10 pprn over 

FREQUENCY TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION 

Certain system applications require greater ternpcrat,ilrc st,nhilit,ir:s t , t~; in  art: act~ieval)le using free 
running DROs, even with temperature compensation. A nur~lher of techniques are used to  improve 
the temperature stability of a DRO. 

The Digitally Corrlpensated DRO (DC-DRO) uses a sensor mounteJ in the oscillator to  detect tem- 
perature changes. The output of the sensor goes through ar: A, L3 cur*vcrtcr to proclucc a digital word 
corresponding to  the particular temperature. EPROMs, programmed with the temperature charac- 
teristics of the DRO and a correction look up table. drive ;i D/ A ronvrrter to prnvidc the correction 
signal, which is applied to  the varactor o f  an clrctronicallu-t,urlcti DKO. Usirlg this technique frequency 
stability of &15 ppm can be obtalned ovcr tcrnI>c.raturc[' 

The Analog-Compensated DRO (AC-DRO) uses an analog cornpcnsat~nr circuit in  conj~~riction with 
a temperature sensor to  achieve up t o  t-20 ppm frequency stal-iiitp. In arlalog conlpensation the 
individual oscillator is tested to  produce a c~lstnm t u n i n g  voltage vs temperature curve required to  
maintain a constant frequency. Thc  cornpcnsatiori circ:~~ii, is t , t~c:r l  a; ~~r~c,c l  to fit the curve of the specific 

Ovenization may also be used to  enhance the temperature stability ni' a I>I?O. '1'0 achicvc tcmpcraturc 
stability, the oscillator package is inscrtcd in a tcmprraturc,-st a11ilixc.cj o v c r i .  Ijs~rlg a, heater ulcrnent, a 
quick-response thermistor and associated control circuitry, the package temperature can he maintained 



within f 5°C at  5 to 10 degrees above the maximum ambient temperature. A total frequency stability 
of better than f 10 ppm can be obtained using this approach. 

Ovcnized DROs offer lower phase noise than analog-or digitally-compensated DROs because the 
oscillator does not need to incorporate electrical tuning circuitry. Analog- and digitally-compensated 
DROs, however, are smaller in size and do not need the substantial amount of heater power required 
by the ovenized DRO. 

LOCKED DRO'S 

Phase Locked DROs (PL-DRO) and Injection Locked DROs (IL-D110) are used when the requisite 
frequency stability and phase noise cannot be achieved using stabilization techniques. A PL-DRO 
or IL-DRO approach also becomes necessary when multiple oscillators are required to be phase- 
or frequency-coherent or both. For locked systems, a highly stable crystal-controlled signal source 
operating at  HF or VHF is used as a reference oscillator. 

In injection (frequency) locking, a VHF power amplifier driving a step-recovery diode is used to 
generate a wideband harmonic comb, which includes the required locking frequency. A bandpass filter 
is used to select the desired harmonic, and a free-running DRO is lockcd to the harmonic through the 
circuit shown in Fig. gal6]. Thc rnain requirement in this case is to rr~akc sure that ttlc DRO frequency 
drift under all operating conditions is less than the injection locking bandwidth, Df. This bandwidth 
is a function of the injection power, oscillator output power, and external Q. 

Injection locking is simpler and less expensive than phase locking, but the RF output is rnore likely 
to contain spurious signals a t  the harmonics of the reference oscillator frequency. 

Figure 9b shows a typical phase-locked DItO circuit. A 1)C--coupled sampler/phase detector is used 
to mix the desired harmonic of the arriplified crystal oscillator wit,h t,hc incorning frctlr~cncy frorri the 
DRO. If the difference frequency is srriall enough, the loop will bc drivcn towards a point whert: the 
difference frequency out of the sampler becomes zero. The loop then drives the l)ltO towards a zero 
phase error condition. 

A search mechanism is generally includcd in the systcrn so that t,hc loop will b t !  forced to tune through 
a stable lock point if the initial difference frequency is too large for capture to  occur. An AC-coupled 
phase-locked DRO circuit is used when the output frequency of the DRO is not harmonically related 
to the reference oscillator frequency. 

PHASE NOISE 

Phase noise, related to short-term frequency stability, is characterized by variations in the output 
frequency which appear, in the frequency domain, as FM encrgy aror~nd the carrier frequency. This is 
shown graphically in Fig. 10. Phase noise is specified in dBc/Hz measured at specified offsets from the 
carrier frequency: typical offsets are 10 and 100 kHz. In a DRO, phase noise is primarily dcpcndent 
on the following factors: 

1. The low-frequency noise sources inherent in the active dcvicc, 



2. The upconversion factor, a measure of the efficiency in the conversion of the low frequency noise 
t o  the phase noise of the microwave oscillator, 

3. The loaded Q factor of the dielectric resonattor, 

4. The output power and external Q of the oscillator. 

Optimization of phase noise pcrforrriance calls for the uTe of a high-Q dic.luctric resonator and a 
low-noise device combined with specific design considerations in the oscillator circuit. 

It has been proven that  the low-frequency noise in a GaAs FET is inversely propc~rtional to the gate 
length and width of the device. Both biasing conditions arld the processing of the GaAs FET also 
play vital  roles in achieving low noisc oscillators. Figure 11 compares the phase nnlsc pcrforrriance of 
a number of different oscillators. 

As noted earlier, silicon bipolar transistors are known to prod~rcc I E ~ W C ~  levels of low-frequency noise 
compared to GaAs FETs. Silicon bipolar DROs typically off'cr fi i,o 10 clR improvemrnt in the phase 

i I ure noise close to  the carrier (up to  a t  least 100 kHz oif the carrier) cornpared to  PLY' versions. F'g 
11 compares the phase noise of a bipolar and CaAs FET DRO at diIfcrcnt Ir(~ciucr~cics. Fortunately: 
bipolar transistors are now available for use in fundamental outplrl oscillatcir c~rcilil,s at, l r p  t o  Klr 
band. 

Some of the newer design techniques that  can be used to  further reduce phase noise include: 

Low frequency feedback, using a parallel feedback circuit designed a t  low f'rcq~i~ncics (up  to  1 
MHz) t o  reduce upconversion of the low frequency noise. Iqlasc noisc irnprovcrnc~it of up to - 1 

20 dB has been report,cd using th is  tcchniqt~ci7!. This rrirxth:~cj is sorilet,irritls refc:rrr:ti to as  bias 
feedback. 

Noise degcncration, using the sarrle dielectric resorlatcr both i ~ 3  the frequency-deternlining ele- 
ment of the oscillator and the dispersive element of a f r eque~rv  dir;crir-r*ir-iator. l'he DC output 
of the discriminator is applied to the frequency corltrnl port if t h e  1>130. ' l ' l i l~ t c r h n i q u ~  has 
been reported to  achieve phase noise as low as -120 dUc a t  10 kHz  fro111 llle carrier at  10 ~ 1 1 ~ ' ~ : .  

MECHANICAL TUNING 

The frequency of ~scil lat ion of the dielectric resonator is dependar~t on a number of factors, not the 
least of which is its proximity to  the ground plane. 'Ib take advarltaee of this, a tuning screw can be 
installed in the top cover dirrctly abovr t ,hc :  rt,soriator wh ich ,  t)y rt~clrlc.irig t,hc clist,aric-c: 1)ctwt:en tho 
resonator and the apparent ground plane, will provide for a certalrr a:riourit of change i r i  the resonant 
frequency (Fig. 12).  

The reason for such behavior can be found in the cavity perturbatlorl theory. Sar-r~rly, when a metal 
wall of a resonant cavity is moved inward, the resonant frequency will decrease if the stored energy 
is predominantly in the electric field. Otherwise, when the storccl t1r,?rgy closc to tht:  walls i s  rrlostly 
magnetic, as is the case for the shielded TEOl6 dielectric reson ntor, tllr: rcsnnan t frcrli~ency will increase 
when the wall moves inward. 



Current designs allow for up to  0.2% tuning range without significant degradation of other performance 
parameters. A properly-designed mechanical tuning option will provide a maximum of tuning range 
while still maintaining hermeticity and reliability, and will not appreciably affect the resonator Q 
factor (apparent as a degradation in noise and power performance) or temperature stability. 

I ELECTRONIC TUNING 

Some applications, such as FMCW radar sources, narrowband-modulated communication systems or 
PLL systems, need electronic tuning bandwidths on the order of 0.1% to 1%. These applications 
require sources with low phase noise, high tuning speed and low tuning power. Electronically tunable 
DROs (ET-DRO) can now meet the requirements for many such applications. 

ET-DROs are also commonly used for analog or digital temperature cornpcnsation of the oscillator. 
This application requires that the frequency tuning range of the DRO exceeds the frequency drift of 
the oscillator under any combination of operating conditions (temperature, load and bias variations). 
Various means are used to electrically tune the DRO['], including ferrite tuning, optical tuning, and 
the more popular varactor and bias tuning. 

Varactor tuning (a typical scheme is shown in Fig. 13) can provide u p  to 1% frequency adjustment. 
To permit varactor tuning, the dielectric resonator is coupled to another microstrip line connected to 
a varactor, resulting in mutually-coupled resonant circuits. The bias-voltage-dependant capacitance 
of the varactor varies the resonant frequency of the 1ow-Q resonant circuit with the tuning voltage. 

The amount of frequency tuning range can be controlled by varying the coupling bctwccn the low-Q 
microstripline/varactor circuit and the dielectric resonator circuit. Tighter coupling pcrxnits greater 
tuning range, however the attendant degradation in the Q factor manifests itself primarily as an 
increase in phase noise. Varactor tuning is by far the most common means of incorporating electronic 
tuning. 

Bias voltage tuning takes advantage of the frequency sensitivity to  changes in the supply voltage of 
the oscillating device. By not using an internal voltage regulator, the oscillator can be designed to 
provide the necessary tuning range by varying the bias voltage, typically within 0.1% of the center 
frequency. This is sufficient frequency variation to compensate for the frequency drift of the oscillator 
over load and temperature variations, as well as the long-term drift due to component aging. 

Better phase noise performance can be achieved with the bias-tuncd DRO than the varactor tuned 
DRO. The latter requires the dielectric resonator to  be simultaneously coupled to two rriicrnstrip lines, 
thus lowering the loaded quality factor of the resonator[9]. lIowever, as the output power is often a 
function of the supply voltage, care must be exercised to maintain suitable output power variation 
characteristics for the bias-tuned DRO. 

MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The minimum size of a practical DRO is primarily limited by the cavity required by the particular 
resonator. Normal design procedure calls for a separation of more than one resoriator diameter between 
the resonator and its surrounding walls in order to properly excite the TEo16 resonant rnode. Also, the 
separation between the resonator and the housing lid should be more than one resonator thickn~ess to 
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limitation of the DRO is thc  ~ i :asc  : i ~ ; y c  ,iekrac-ia:;c:::.; ,:;:.I!;-* ,-:I,:. i..::;r.. .;.XE: :<, ::~:,... -.-a-c?;.Li"3i r i i  :;i:,i 
. .. . ,  - 

distance between the resonator' and tn2 ouLe:: shleicr. :sig:.i:T,c:.i.;, , . !: : i : r ,o r i - , i  ,fir, :.j, ! :-,t:, prlase niil,sr 

offsets up to  the hghest freyuen;) sf v;.isy,ar-lcr, caii :ic: c.xy+f-,i: ; ,:' : - '$, t i > ,  ~ \ , i ( ; p  F:,;,!g sr;<:z;i:"j;,rj. \:: 

. . 
.> L. 

, . 
oscillator? injectioil iocking s r  r)i:ase I..$cr*.ir: e 31:. ~ " r  t:.::- a,!; : :r . l . '2 , - -:7,-r;,rc 4-tir3e . e-yf,er: .:. 

FUTURE TRENDS 

The dielectric resonator oscli Watnr rechno!~g+- -:< .?e-ieiop:;.; 2s; ,te,il.:. . >s :::B,A L:: ; 5: 2 ;.;:!i;d ,P: 14 I! :,.::,~~611-:ue 
, - . .. " . . 

to develop higher performing D';Z.Gs T'.iL!. I [ J ~ ! ~ T W  , r ~ , g  ;A:,!)~T:-,-, .,j,.. .. i:.~;f:..,- , :, ern.? .l.~.a;: .,i -3:;.::, :;.TI :!:~f J.:.?xY +-::-:IY~:" 

* Lower phase noise and highcr tc::.;i:crar.,:!j:e 3tat:ti.: - , i :  .:...;a.:.:::: 

* Reduction in cost and size 

Wider mechanical and electricai tu~r i r lg  i:;arrdw i i j t .  t !, 

Improvement in DRO performance -.lnder vibratiiii; 

e Developmerit of new ma!,er::liu I,:: :. -: ;c3iri:;,r~;- i ' r ~ i i ; ~ ,  i.- - 
: -,- - - .. 

- . . 3 ~  :t:mpe:a:;:rt ; :~~i I ; i : i i : r : :  anri 

higher quality factor, 

* Tjsc of higher-order modts I ~ A  Z G ~ L , ~ . ~ ~ C } X ; . '  
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Figure 1 .  Field Distribution of TEOIS 
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Table 1. Dielectric Resonator Materials 

Composition D i e l e c t ~  a Temperature Frequency Manufacturer 
constant cmffiu~en t mnge 

of frequency (ppm)  (GH-4 

Ba2Tg0a 40 10 000 at + 2 1-100 Bell Labs 
4 GHz 

(Zr-%)TO, 38 10 000 at -4 to + lc"  1-100 Trans Tech 
4 GHz Thornson-CSF 

Murata 
4-1 M) Murata 

4-1 00 Sumimoto 

<4 Murata-Trans Tech 

A',0? 11 50 000 at 
Ma >18 NTK-Trans Tech 

10 GHz -... -- 

a Adjt~stable with cornpsibon. 



Figure 6. Stabilized GaAs FET DRO 
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Figure 7. Stable DRO Configurations 





QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

JACQUES VANIER, NRC: Could you comment on the variatiorl of Q wit11 frequency? 

MR. KHANNA: In the dielectric resonator, the Q x f product tends tfo be constant. 




